
Starting at the double elevators on the north side of the building, go left towards the
agricultural exhibit. 

   1. How many dollars does the agricultural industry contribute to Georgia's economy?  

   2. This exhibit explains how drones are used in agriculture. What other technologies are
        used in agriculture?  

To the right of this exhibit are large dioramas with information on different regions in Georgia. 

 Name one of Georgia's five regions.1.

   2. What is an example of an animal that lives in that region?

Head back towards the double elevators and find the Georgia symbols case (hint: it has a bass
with a large mouth)

Inside this case, you will find the Georgia State Flag, which has the Georgia state seal.
The state seal has our state motto written across three pillars. What is Georgia's motto?

1.

   2.  Our motto represents the three branches of government. What are the three branches of
         government? 

From the "Symbols" case, turn left to learn about Georgia's Native Peoples. Find the case next
to the statue of a Mississippian chief.

How long have native peoples lived in Georgia? 1.

   2.  What are the four periods described in this case? 

From the "Native Peoples" case, turn left and round the corner to your right. Find the "Georgia
General Assembly" case (case number 2). 

 What are the two houses in the Georgia General Assembly?1.

   2.  How many lawmakers work in each House? 
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From the "General Assembly" case, turn right and find the "Location, Location, Location" case. 

This case talks about Georgia's five different Capital cities! Can you list all five?1.

From the "Location" case, turn right and round the corner to the right. Find the model of Miss
Freedom, the lady on top of our Georgia dome. 

   1.  What items is she holding? 

From the "Miss Freedom" case, turn left and find the "Shining Example" case (case number 7). 

 Today the dome is covered in gold, but it wasn't always. What material covered the
original Capitol dome?

1.

   2.  Where was Georgia's first gold rush? 

From the "Shining Example" case, turn around and find the cases with legs. Look for the
"Governor and the People" case (case number 13). 

Georgia governors received many unique gifts while in office. What governor received
the gold phone and why?

1.

   2.  Look in the case to the right. What governor received a baseball bat? 

From the "Governor" case, walk back towards the Senate's public gallery. Find the two-headed
cow case (case number 11). 

This case displays a two-headed cow, what are some other artifacts in the case with
faces?

1.


